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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a right vector space over adivision ri g D having finite dimen- 
sion . The Grassmann space of type A,,,(D) is a rank 2incidence system 
(9, 9) of points and lines whose points are the set 9’ of all k-dimensional 
subspaces of I/ and whose set 9 of lines is the set of all (k - 1, k+ l)- 
dimensional flags, with incidence that of the flag-complex of P(V), the 
projective space of all non-trivial subspaces of I’. It is well known that if 
1 < k < n, the Grassmann space of type A,,(D) is a strong parapolar space 
(see Subsection 2.2for this definition) with two classes of maximal singular 
subspaces, Jz’i and A2 such that each line L of 9 lies inexactly one space 
from each class, and is the intersection of these two singular subspaces 
[Ta, Sh, BiT, Co]. 
Let r= (9’,9) be an arbitrary rank 2incidence system of points and 
lines. A subspace of r is a subset S of 9 with the property hat any line 
L having at least two of its incident points inS in fact has all of its incident 
points inS. The intersection of subspaces is a subspace. A geometric hyper- 
plane H is a proper subspace ofr (that is, 0 # H # 9) such that every line 
L of 9 has at least one of its incident points within H.
A projective embedding of a point-line geometry = (9, 9) is a triple 
(di, &, V) where I’ is a finite dimensional right vector space over a 
division ri g D, and the ii are injections 
q5i : 9 + projective points ofP( V) 
#2 : 9 + projective l n s ofP( V) 
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such that 
(i) If point x~9 is incident wi h line L, then 4,(x) is incident wi h 
h(L) in P(V); 
(ii) Each projective point p incident wi h an image line qJ2(L) is an 
image point 4i(x) for some point x E 9; and 
(iii) P(V) is spanned by +i(P). 
Suppose now (di, &, V) is a projective embedding of the point-line 
incidence system r= (9, 9). Suppose in addition H, is an ordinary 
projective hyp rplane of P(V), regarded here as a set of projective points. 
Then the set 
is easily seen to be a geometric hyperplane of K In this case we say that 
the geometric hyperplane H(H,) arises from the embedding (dl, &, V). 
A general question i classifying geometric hyperplanes is todetermine 
whether all geometric hyperplanes arise from an embedding. This is known 
to be true for several large classes of Lie incidence geometries. The object 
of this paper is to prove 
THEOREM 1. Let r= (9, 9) be a Grassmann space of type A,,(F), 
where F is a field, 1 <k < n. Then every geometric hyperplane ofr arises 
from the universal embedding of r in P(W) where W is the k-fold wedge 
product of the n-space V over F with itself: 
Remark. It appears that if 1 <k < n, the Grassmann space A,,,(D) 
possesses an embedding 4 = (ii, &, V) if and only if V is also a vector 
space over D and the division ri g D is a field. Because ofthe restriction 
on the range of k, r is a parapolar space as remarked above. Inparticular 
this means r contains symplecta S which are on the one hand, rank 3polar 
spaces and on the other hand are Grassmann spaces oftype A,,,(D). Thus 
restriction of the#i to points and lines ofS provides an embedding tis of 
S into the projective space (di(S) ) = P,. Thus S is an embeddable polar 
space and the results of Chapter 8 of Tits’ book [Ti] implies D is a field. 
On the other hand, when F is a field, and V is the underlying F-vector 
space whose k-spaces are the points of the Grassmann space (9’,9) of 
type A+, 1 <k < n, the k-fold wedge product W= A(k) (V) provides a 
projective space P(W) for which there is an embedding 4 of (9, 9). 
This is because ofthe bijections 
4i : k-subspaces of V + pure l-spaces of W
&: (k - 1, k+ 1 )-flags -+ totally pure 2-subspaces of W.
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Thus the Grassmann spaces A,,(F) where F is a field are precisely the 
embeddable (i.e., projective emb ddable) Grassmann spaces for 1<k < n. 
We now view Theorem 1from adifferent p rspective. Fix for amoment 
an n-dimensional vector space V over the field F.Then for 1<k < n, the 
Grassmann space of all k-subspaces of V, as noted, is an embeddable 
Grassmann space of type A,,,(F). The canonical embedding 4= 
(4i, &, W= ACk) (V)) mentioned above, was shown by Albert Wells, tobe 
a universal embedding [W]. 
Now let z#’ be a family ofk-subspaces of V. We consider the following 
hypothesis on 2”: 
If U is a (k - 1)-subspace of V,then the set Z(U) of all 
subspaces in Y? which contain U is either 
(i) all k-subspaces of V containing U or (GH), 
(ii) all k-subspaces of V containing U which lie in some 
fixed projective hyperplane H(U) of V depending 
only on U. 
We also have a“dual” hypothesis: 
If U is any (k + 1)-subspace of V,then the set Z’(U) of all 
k-subspaces of X which are contained in U either 
(i) comprises allk-subspaces of U or (GHL 
(ii) is precisely all k-subspaces of U which contain some 
fixed l-space z(U) depending only on U. 
We next observe the lementary 
PROPOSITION. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field F and 
let Y? be a family of k-subspaces of V, where k is a fixed integer, 1 < k <n. 
The following three assertions areequivalent: 
(1) 2 satisfies (GH), 
(2) &’ satisfies (GH); 
(3) X is the set of points of a geometric hyperplane of the associated 
Grassmann space of type A,,,(F) obtained from the k-spaces ofV, or s!? 
comprises all k-subspaces of V. 
Proof It suffices to show that each of (1) or (2) is equivalent to (3). 
The two classes of maximal singular subspaces of the Grassmann space r
of type A,,,(F) are 
JZ, =the point sets Mu of all k-spaces ontaining 
a given (k - 1 )-space U, U < I/, 
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and 
A’* = the point sets M, of all k-spaces contained 
in some (k + 1 )-space U,U d V. 
Now if H is a geometric hyperplane ofr, then for any (k - 1 )-subspace 
U of V, H n MU = MU or is a projective hyperplane of A4 “. The 
isomorphism MU N P( V/U) shows that the conclusion fthe previous 
sentence isthe assertion (GH),. Similarly, if U is a (k + 1)-space, M, is 
naturally isomorphic toP( U *) where U * is the ideal space of the (k + l)- 
space U. This isomorphism allows us to interpret the fact that 
H n M,= M, or a projective hyperplane ofM, as the assertion (GH);. 
Thus (3) implies (1) and (2). 
Now let Z satisfy (GH),. Then X n M” = M” or a projective hyper- 
plane of M”, for any (k - 1 )-space U.Similarly if ~8 satisfies (GH); then 
H n M, = M, or a hyperplane ofM,, for any (k + 1)-space U.In either 
case, if L is a line, L lies in a unique space M, = M” E A+%‘, and a unique 
space M, = M, in A&. Since ither A? n M, = M, or a projective hyper- 
plane of M, or else Y? n M, = M, or a projective hyperplane ofM,, the 
line L must contain a point of 2. Thus (1) or (2) implies 2 is a geometric 
hyperplane ofr, which is (3). 
We may now state a second version of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field F. For 
some integer k with 1 <k <n, let A? be a family of k-spaces satisfying the
geometric hypothesis (GH), (or equivalently (GH);.) Then Z is precisely 
the set of k-spaces killed bysome alternating k-linear fo m. 
Of course, if U is a k-subspace ofV with two bases { UI, . . U,} and 
{ u;, .“, U;>, then U, A Uz A ... A Uk is a non-zero scalar multiple of 
u; A ... A U; where the scalar is the determinant ofan appropriate 
transition matrix. Now if f is an alternating k-linear form, f may be 
regarded as a functional f' of the k-fold wedge product l\@) (V), so 
f(a,, .. a,)=f’(a, A ... A ak) 
for any (a,, .. ak)E V (k) Then from the above, fvanishes onthe ordered . 
basis ( U1, . . U,) if and only if it vanishes on the ordered basic 
(U;, . .) Ubtand this, if and only if  vanishes onany k-tuple (a,, .. ak) 
of vectors chosen from U. This state of affairs i encapsulated by the 
declaraction that f kills the k-subspace U, as this clause appears in 
Theorem 2. 
The equivalence of Theorems 1and 2 is now evident. 
The rest of this paper is organized inthe following way: In Section 2,we 
establish twobasic results concerning alternating k-linear forms: 
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(1) If two alternating k-linear fo ms kill precisely the same collection 
of k-subspaces of V, then one is a non-zero scalar multiple of the other. 
(2) If , , f2, and f3 are three non-zero alternating k-linear fo ms on 
a vector space Vwhose ground field contains at least three elements, hen 
there xists a k-tuple (x,, .. xk) EVck) at which the three forms f. are 
simultaneously non-vanishing. 
The former result has an algebraic proof: essentially one proves that any 
hyperplane of /j(k) (V) is spanned by the pure vectors which it contains. 
The latter result has a geometric proof: weprove the more general result 
that if is a strong parapolar space whose lines have at least four points, 
then r is not the set-theoretic union of three geometric hyperplanes. 
In Section 3 we prove the main theorem. The cases F= GF(2) and k = 2 
have been proved elsewhere [Ro, CoSh] and are sketched inSubsec- 
tion 3.2. In these cases we are proving Theorem 1rather than Theorem 2
and utilize Ronan’s theory of H-chains [Ro]. An extension of this theory 
yields the following criteria, which is very easy to establish forthe 
Grassmann spaces oftype A,,,(F): 
(3) Let r= (9, 9) be an embeddable parapolar space and let H be 
a geometric hyperplane of I-. Then H arises from a(universal) embedding 
if and only if every circuit of he collinearity g aphon 9 - H is a sum 
(mod 2) of 3-circuits and 4-circuits. 
The rest of the proof (for k > 2) is highly algebraic ndproves the result 
in the guise of Theorem 2instead ofTheorem 1. 
2. Two PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON ALTERNATING FORMS 
2.1. A Basic Lemma. Let k be a positive nteger and let V be a linite- 
dimensional vector space over afield F.As usual W= A(“) (V) will denote 
the k-fold wedge product ofV with itself. A vector w in W is called pure 
if and only if w has the form w = ui A u2 A . . A ok where ui, . . vk are 
vectors in V. We then have 
LEMMA 2.1.1. Let H be a hyperplane of the vector space W = ACk) (V). 
Then H is generated by the set p(H) of pure vectors which are contained 
in H. 
Remark. For k > 1, the conclusion of Lemma 2.1.1 is false if H is 
replaced by a subspace ofhigher codimension n W. 
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COROLLARY 2.1.2. Let f and g be two alternating k-linear forms on V 
which kill precisely the same set of k-dimensional subspaces ofV. Then f is 
a non-zero scalar multiple ofg. 
Proof of the Corollary. Let fand g be alternating k-linear fo ms on V 
as in the statement of he Corollary 2.2. Then f and g may be regarded as
functionals on W= A@) (V). The common collection YP of k-subspaces 
killed byeither f or g corresponds bijectively with the set of pure l-spaces 
lying in the kernel off and also with the set of pure l-spaces lying in the 
kernel ofg. Thus ker fand ker gcontain the same set of pure l-spaces. If 
f = 0, ker f= W and so this collection comprises allpure l-spaces of W, 
and since W has basis of pure vectors, they span W, whence ker g= W and 
g=O. Then the conclusion h lds. Otherwise, f #O and f and g vanish on 
precisely theset of pure vectors inthe hyperplane H= ker f: By 
Lemma 2.1, these span ker fso g vanishes on ker J: But if gwere 0, g would 
kill yet more pure l-spaces, forthe pure l-spaces span V. Thus g#O and 
so ker f= ker gis a hyperplane dthe result follows. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. As remarked above, W is spanned by pure vectors. 
For any vector w in W, let l(w) be the smallest positive nteger n such that 
w is a sum of n pure vectors. Thenumber Z(w) is called here, the length of 
w; clearly Z(w) = 1. if w is a pure vector. 
We observe first that he lemma is true if k= 1. In that case, a “pure” 
l-space ofW= A(k) (V) = V is any l-space ofV and obviously H is 
spanned by its l-spaces. 
We now assume by way of contradiction, hat he lemma is false, and 
choose k minimal so that he conclusion fails. There thus exists a vector 
space V and the hyperplane H of A(“) (V) which is not generated by its 
pure vectors. Thus if p(H) denotes the set of pure vectors contained in H, 
there exists a vector u in H - (p(H)) and we may assume uis chosen in 
this way so that m = l(v) is minimal. 
Then m>l and u=p,+p,+ ... +pm, where the pi are pure vectors of
V. Fix a functional f: W = A(k) (V) + F so that ker f= H. 
Suppose now that for some subset J of 52 = { 1, . . m} we have 
= 0. (2.1.1) 
Then, as f(u) =0, 
f( c 
ieR-J 
pJ=o. (2.1.2) 
Ir 0 < 1JI cm, then the arguments off on the left-hand si es of (2.1.1) 
and (2.1.2) both have length less than m. By the minimality of m, both 
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these arguments lie in (p(H)), w h ence their sum v lies in(p(H) contrary 
to our choice ofv. Thus we see that for any proper subset ofJ of Q, 
fk .) 
PI +a 
iEJ 
(2.1.3) 
In particular, f (pi)# 0, i = 1, . . m. 
Now set r= [m/2], the greatest in eger less than or equal to m/2, and set 
@ =f(p, + ... +p,) and /?=f(p,). By (2.1.3) andm>l, we see a#O#/?. 
Now as pr is a pure vector, we may write 
pr= u; A u; A ... Au;. 
Then pr = pi + p: where 
p:=u; r\u;r, ... Az4Lpl A (-cr/H4;) 
p:‘=U; A U; V 24; A ... A U;-, A (l+Crfi-‘)U;. 
Thenf(p,+ ~~~+pr-l+p~)=a-a~-lf(p,)=cr-cr=Oandsoasf(v)=O 
and v=pl+ . . . +pr-l+p:+p:l+pr+l+ ... +pm, we also have 
f(P:l+Pr+l + ‘. + p,) = 0. 
Now if m > 3, p1 + . . . +pr-,+p: andp:+p,+,+ ... +p,,, are members 
of ker f= H with length less than m and so by minimality of m are sums 
of pure vectors lying in H. Then v is in (p(H) , a contradiction. Thus we
have shown 
m = I(v) = 2. (2.1.4) 
At this tage we may write v= p1 + pz where p1 =x, A . . A xk and 
P2=J’1 A . . . A y,. Since neither p1nor p2 is zero, the sets {xi} and { yi} 
are bases for k-spaces X and Y, respectively, of P’. We next claim 
Xn Y=(O). Suppose false and set U=Xn Y#(O). Then as k> 1, the 
bases {xi} and { yi} can be assumed to have their first  members forming 
a common basis (xi, .. x,} of U. Then 
V=JJ,+p,=X, A ... AX,A (Xs+l A ... AXk+ys+l A ... A yk). 
We then define a non-zero functional 
(k-s) 
g: A ((x,+l,...,x,,y,+l,...,ym))-)F 
by the quation 
g(U):=f(X, A ... AX, A U) for any UE (xx+,, . . x,, .Ys+l, “., Y,). 
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By the minimality of k, the vector x,+r A ... Axk+ys+r A ... A y, is a 
sum 2 qi of pure vectors qiof ACk -“‘( (x,+ 1, . . xk, ys+ 1, . . yk)) lying in 
ker g. Then 
U=cX, A ... AX,Aqi 
patently expresses u a a sum of pure vectors ofA(k) (I’) in ker f, contrary 
to the choice ofu. Thus we see Xn Y= (0). 
We require the following notation: If J is a subset ofK = ( 1, 2, . . k}, we 
set 
n,(X) :=Xi, A Xi2 A ... A Xi,, where J= {i ,, . . i,} and i, <i, < . . . < i,. 
Thus 
p1 =X1 A ..’ A +=EJ(/IJ(X) A n,-,(X)), 
where sJ is a sign +1 depending only on J. Similarly A,(y) is a wedge 
product of y;s with increasing subscripts running through the set J. We 
now claim that for any proper subset J of K, 
.f(n,(x) A AK-J(Y)) =o. (2.1.5) 
Suppose otherwise; that for some proper subset J of K, the left hand side 
of (2.1.5) hasvalue j?#O. Then iff(p,)=cr we have 
&JCl =f(nJ(x) A AK-J(X)) 
and so 
Then setting 
PIO=&J~J(~) A (/~K~J(X)-~B-‘/~K-J(~)) 
Pll =EJCrflAJ(x) A tA,-J(Y)) 
P2 =&JAJ(Y) A (A~-J(Y)) 
we have f(~~i~) = 0 = f(p, + p2). We can then define functionals 
(k - IJI) 
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and 
g2: /j (Cxj9 Yj IjEJ))+F 
g,(u,) =.f(u, * (AK-J(Y))). 
Clearly neither g,or g, is the zero functional of their respective domains. 
Then ~;~=n,_,(x)--aB~‘n,~,(y) is a vector in the hyperplane ofa 
(k - 1.I )-fold wedge product. AsJ # 0, minimality ofk shows that pi0 is 
a sum C r, of pure vectors iin ker g,. Then 
is patently a sum of pure vectors inker f: Similarly, as J# K, minimality 
of k shows that he vector 
P; = &J@F’AJ(X) +&JAY) 
in ker g, is a sum C ti or pure vectors tjin ker g,. Then 
PI1 + P2 = Pi A(AGAY)) =c ti A(AK-J(Y)) 
is a sum of pure vectors inker f: Thus v = p10 + (pl, + p2) is also asum of 
pure vectors inker f: This is, of course, absurd; hence (2.1.5) holds. 
But now if one expands the pure vector 
z=(x,+Y,)A(x,+Y,)A ... A(x!f+Yk) (2.1.6) 
one sees from (2.1.5) that all “mixed” monomial terms are pure vectors in
ker J: Thus z = v mod(p(H)). Since vE H, z is also a pure vector in H so 
v = 0 mod ( p(H) ). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
2.2. An Application of the Theory of Deep Points. For the moment let 
r= (9, 9) be an arbitrary incidence g ometry of points and lines, and let 
S be a subspace of I’. For any point p let p’ denote the set of points in 
9 (including p itself) which are collinear with p. We say p is a deep oint 
of S if p’ c S-that is, all points of r collinear with p lie in S. 
We may actually decide “how deep” apoint is in S in the following way: 
First set D ~ ,(S) = 9 - S, the points not in S. Let D,(S) be the non-deep 
points of S, and inductively set
Di+,(S):={p~~~piscollineartoapointofDi(S) 
but is collinear with no point of Dip ,(S) }. 
481.‘14S.l-5 
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LEMMA 2.2.1. If r is connected, andS is a proper subspace ofr, then the 
sets D,(S), D,(S), D,(S), .. partition S. 
ProoJ By definition thesets D,(S) are pairwise disjoint. I  remains only 
to show that for j= 0, 1, . . their union covers S. So assume by way of 
contradiction that S possesses a vertex x outside this union, i.e., 
XES- (j D;(S). 
i=O 
Since r is connected and S is a proper subspace, there is a path 
(x=x0, X,) . .) x,= y) to a point y outside ofS. Then x, _, is in D,(S) or 
D ~ i(S). Similarly x, ~ z is in D -. ,(S), D,(S), or Dl(S), and in general 
x=x,liesinD-,(S)uD,(S)u ... uD,-~(S). 
Since x lies in S, the first argument, D _ i(S), of this union can be deleted 
by intersecting he union with S. Since x was arbitrary we have proved that 
the union of the D,(S), j= 0, 1, . . covers S, completing the proof. 
We next review afew definitions. r= (9, 9) is said to be a gamma space 
if for any point-line pair (p, L) E 9 x 9, if p is collinear with two of the 
points incident with L, then p is collinear with all of the points of L. This 
condition isequivalent to asserting that p’ is always a subspace. A sub- 
space S of r is said to be a singular subspace ifany two of its points are 
collinear. A space A = (CT, 9’) is a non-degenerate polar space if A is a 
gamma space with the two properties (i) p is collinear with at least one 
point of L and (ii) no point of A is collinear with all other points. A sub- 
space S is convex if any geodesic path in the collinearity graph on points 
connecting two points of S has all its intermediate points in S. A convex 
subspace of r which is a non-degenerate polar space of rank at least three 
is called a symplecton. 
A strong parapolar space is a point-line geometry r= (9, 3’) satisfying 
(i) r is a connected gamma space. 
(ii) For any line L, the set L’ of points collinear with all of the 
points incident with L is not a singular subspace. 
(iii) If p and q are two points which are not collinear, then pl n q1 
is either mpty, or a non-degenerate polar space of rank at least two. 
Two points are said to be at distance 2 if they are not collinear butare 
both collinear with a common point. Ina strong parapolar space, the con- 
vex closure oftwo points at distance 2 is always asymplecton (see [Coo]). 
This important property isused in Lemma 2.2.2 below. 
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For each non-negative nteger j,set 
DT(S)=Dj(S)+Dj+,(S)+ ..’ 
(the “+” indicating disjoint union). 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Suppose I- is a strong parapolar space. Then for any 
.&space S and any integer j > 0, the sets D,*(S) are subspaces ofr. 
Proof Let x and y be two points of D,*(S) incident with a line L. Then 
as r is connected, by Lemma 2.2.1, x and y lie in some D,(S) and D,(S) 
where s 3 t 3 j. We need only show that L c D,*(S). Suppose false. Then 
j> 1 (as otherwise D,*(S) = S is a subspace). Since LE S and the Di(S) 
partition S, we may assume by our supposition that L contains a point of 
Di(S) for i< j. From the definition of the D,(S), we must have s = t = j and 
L contains a point zof D,- ,(S). But again, using the definition of Dip ,(S) 
(and noting that j> 1 ), zis collinear with a point w in D, 2(S) and clearly 
M’ is distance 2 from x and y. Since r is a strong parapolar space the 
convex closure ofx and w is a symplecton R.By induction j, 0;” ,(S) 
is a subspace of r and so T= R n DT- ,(S) is a proper subspace of R. But 
then x and y are distinct deep points of the subspace T relative to R. But 
this is impossible as no proper subspace ofa non-degenerate polar space of 
rank 22 can contain two distinct deep points. (This is because p’ is 
always a maximal subspace of any non-degenerate polar space of rank at 
least 2 and p’ = q1 implies p = q for such a space.) This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.2.3. Suppose r= (9”,9) is a strong parapolar space whose 
lines are incident with at least 4points. Then 9 is not the union of three 
geometric hyperplanes. 
ProoJ: Suppose, by way of contradiction that .!?? = H, u H, v H, where 
the Hi are geometric hyperplanes of r. Then H, n H, is a geometric hyper- 
plane of both H, and H,. Suppose x is a point of H, - (H, n H,) which 
is not a deep point of H,. Then x lies on some line L meeting H, at {x}. 
Then L meets H, at a second point x’ not in H,. Then by our supposition 
L - {x, x’} is contained in H,. Since L has at least four points, 
1 L n H,I > 2 so L c H,. In particular x E H,. Thus we have in general 
D,(H,) - Hi G H, if {ij,k}={1,2,3}. (2.2.1) 
We now make the claim 
If {i, j, k} = { 1, 2, 3}, then for all integers t 2 0, we have 
(i) D,(Hi)-HjG H, and (2.2.2) 
(ii) D,+,(H,)-H,#@impliesD,(H,)-H,#(ZI. 
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Without loss we may assume (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3) in that order. Part (i) is 
proved for t = 0 in (2.2.1). Assume (2.2.2) holds for k. Suppose x is a point 
of Dk+ ,(H,) - Hz, then x is collinear with a point of D,JH,) by means of 
some line L. Now as Dz+ ,(H,) is a subspace byLemma 2.2.2, all points of 
L - (x} lie in Dk(H,) and exactly one point of L - {x} lies in H, n H,. 
Thus at least wo points of L - (x) lie in Dk(H,) - Hz. Thus if 
Dk+ ,(H,) - H, is non-empty, so is Dk(H,) - Hz. But moreover, by the 
induction assumption, the two points of L - {x} not in H,, being points 
of Dk(H,) - H,, lie in H,. Thus L c H,, and so x E H,. Since x was 
arbitrary, D, +i (H, ) - H, z H,. All parts of the claim show to be true ((ii) 
directly, (i)by the induction principle). 
Now as Hi = C D,(Hi) we see Hi- Hi= C (D,(Hi) -H,) and so by 
(2.2.2) 
H,-H,EH~ if {i,j,k}={l,2,3}. (2.2.3) 
In particular, each point of r lies in at least two of the Hi. 
Now the Hi cannot be identical, since their union is 9”; so for some 2-set 
{i,j>-say, (1,2)- we can assume H, -Hz is non-empty. Now choosing 
YE H, -H, we must have, for some integer m 20, that y is in 
D,(H,) - H,. Then by repeated application of (2.2.2)(ii), we mayinfer that 
D,(H,) - H, contains a point x. 
Now, by the definition of D,(H,), we can find aline L on x which is not 
in H,. As in the first paragraph ofthis proof, L meets H, at a point x’, and 
the points of L - {x, x’) (there are at least two of them) lie in H, only. But 
this contradicts (2.2.3), andcompletes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2.4. Let fi, f2, and f3 he three non-trivial alternating 
k-linear forms on the vector space V over a field F having at least hree 
elements. Then there exists a k-tuple x E V Ck’ such that he three scalar values 
fi(x), i=1, 2, 3, are simultaneously non-zero. 
Proof We may regard the f, as functionals on the k-fold wedge product 
of V with itself. Thefamilies q of k-subspaces killed bythe f, form three 
geometric hyperplanes Hi of the Grassmann space of k-subspaces of V. 
Since F# GF(2), the lines of this Grassmann space have at least four 
points. Since Grassmann spaces of k-subspaces of a vector space V are 
strong parapolar spaces when 0 <k < dim V, Theorem 2.2.5 implies the 
existence of some k-space W not killed byany of the fj. It then suffices to 
take for x, the k-tuple d fined byany ordered basis of W. 
This leaves only the cases k= 1 and k = dim V. In the former case, the 
fi are functionals on V and the ker fi are hyperplanes of V. Since IFI > 2, 
V is not the union of three vector space hyperplanes and so there xists a 
vector x, outside each ker fi. Then (x,) is the desired x.In the latter case, 
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k = n - 1 where n= dim V. The f, may then be regarded asfunctionals of 
the dual space V*. Since V is finite dimensional this means that for each 
f,, there exists a l-space (vi) such that he collection & of all k-spaces 
killed byf, is the set of all hyperplanes of V which contain (x,), i= 1,2, 3. 
If ( ui, u2, vX) span a3-subspace of V, there exists a hyperplane W meeting 
this 3-space ata 2-space not containing V, v2, or v3. If (v,, v2, vj ) is a 
2-space, there exists a hyperplane W meeting this 2-space ata l-space (u) 
distinct from the (vi). In either case ak-tuple d rived from an ordered 
basis of W will suffice forthe desired k-tuple x. This completes heproof. 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS 
3.1. The Cases k = 2 and F= GF(2). In [CoSh] it is shown that all 
geometric hyperplanes of several Lie Incidence geometries arise from an 
embedding. The technique for doing this tems from the basic work of 
M. Ronan [Ro]. Among the geometries considered in [CoSh], one finds 
two of the cases forming the central theme of this paper: the Grassmann 
spaces A,J F) and A,,,(F) where F is a field. Thegeneral case forming the 
proof of the main theorem uses an entirely different m thod provided k > 3. 
The case k= 2, however, must be imported from [CoSh]. Fortunately this 
was one of the asiest cases considered in that paper, and so, for the sake 
of completeness, and for the purposes ofmaking this paper self-contained, 
we give here abrief sketch ofthe proof in [CoSh]. We are describing, then, 
the proof of 
Every geometric hyperplane of the Grassmann space of type A,,,(F), 
F a field, arises from an embedding. (3.1.1) 
Let e: r -+ P be an embedding ofa point-line geometry (9, 9’) =r into 
a projective space P, as described in Subsection 1.1, and let V be the 
ambient vector space for P. Let H be a geometric hyperplane of ZY An 
H-chain is a function y: 9’ - H + V such that 
(i) (~(p))=e(p) for each pointpEY-H. 
(ii) For each line L E 9, not contained in H, and for any 
pair of distinct points x and y in L - H, we have that 
(3.1.2) 
the vector y(x) -y(y) must belong to e(q) where qis 
the unique point of L in H. 
One notes that he definition of H-chain depends upon the mbedding e 
and the choice of hyperplane H. If 9-H has a connected collinearity 
graph, there is at most one H-chain, upto scalar multiplication, give  H 
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and e. The principal result ofRonan in [Ro] is that he geometric hyper- 
plane H arises from an embedding 6 universal fore if and only if an 
H-chain exists. 
A generalization, to s meextent foreseen by Ronan (see Corollary 3 in
[Ro]), is the following: Let JV denote the class of point-line geometries 
X0 = (PO, &) having the property hat for every embedding e,and every 
geometric hyperplane HO,HO arises from an embedding gouniversal fore,. 
Then we can easily show 
Suppose H is a geometric hyperplane of r= (9, 9) and 
e: r-+ P is an embedding. Suppose every circuit C of the 
collinearity g aphon 9 - H is a sum (mod 2) of circuits 
Ci where ach Ci lies in a subspace Xiof r belonging to 
the class N. Then an H-chain exists for (H, e). (3.1.3) 
In addition toall projective spaces, finite rank non-degenerate polar 
spaces belong to the class Jf. This can be seen in the following way: The 
theorems ofDienst [Di] and Buekenhaut-LeFevre [L] show that for 
any non-degenerate prepolar space (9,Y) of finite rank at least 2, any 
embedding e:(9, 9) --+ P is a natural one-i.e., where (Y) is the full set 
of isotropic or singular points with respect toa g-hermitian sesquilinear 
form or a pseudo quadratic form. There is one case where the embedding 
is not unique: where the prepolar spaces of type B, and C, (i.e., type 
Q + (2n + 1, F) and Sp(2n, F)) are embedded versions of the same prepolar 
space when char F= 2, the former being universal forthe latter. If H is a 
geometric hyperplane of prepolar space (9, 9) and e: (9”,.9) + P is 
a universal embedding, then either H =pl or else 1 H: H + P is an 
embedding of a non-degenerate polar space. In the latter case the 
BuekenhouttLeFevre-Dienst theory tell us that eIH is one of the natural 
embeddings ofH. The rest involves sifting outhow natural embeddings e 
and e 1 H can lit ogether. In all cases e )H spans ahyperplane H, of P (when 
e is universal) with e/,(H) =H, n e(9). Thus (9, 9) belongs toN. 
Finally, oneobserves that any Grassmann space is a parapolar space-a 
somewhat more general notion than the strong parapolar spaces intro- 
duced in Subsection 2.2. r= (9, 2’) is a parapolar space if and only if 
(i) (9,9) is a connected gamma space. 
(ii) For any line L, L’ is not a singular subspace. 
(iii) If p and q are two points at distance 2 in r, then p’ n q1 is 
either a non-degenerate prepolar space of rank at least 2 or else it consists 
of a single point. 
The same theorem of Cooperstein alluded toin Subsection 2.2for strong 
parapolar spaces shows that if p and q are at distance 2 and p’ n q1 is not 
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a single point, hen the convex closure ofpand q is a symplecton-that is, 
a convex non-degenerate polar subspace ofrank at least three. This means 
that in the collinearity g aphon the points ofany parapolar space, very 
4-circuit C lies in a symplecton, which, by the discussion of the previous 
paragraph, is a member of Jf. 
Thus for aparapolar space X= (9, 9’) which possesses an embedding e,
any geometric hyperplane H arises from an embedding P universal foreif 
and only if 
every circuit in he collinearity g aphon 9 -H is 
a sum (mod 2) of triangles and 4-circuits. (3.1.4) 
Any Grassmann space f= (9, 9’) of type A,,(F) where F is a field, has
an embedding inthe projective space corresponding to the vector space 
P’ A V where Vis an n-space over F. The points 9 (2-subspaces of P’) are 
mapped bijectively to theset of pure l-spaces of I/ A V, and the lines are 
mapped to the totally pure 2-subspaces of VA I’. This embedding 
e: r+ P( V A V) is universal (  result ofAlbert Wells [WI). Thus to show 
(3.1.1) it s&ices to verify (3.1.4) forevery geometric hyperplane H of f. 
By way of contradiction assume C is a circuit in 9 - H chosen with )Cl 
minimal subject to not being asum of triangles and 4-circuits. Then C is 
defined asa circuit of points ofr which is a circuit of lines ofP(V), say 
(Lo, LI, . . . L,- 1) where Lip 1 n Li is a projective point pi of P(V). If three 
consecutive l n s Lie,, L;, Li+ , (all indices taken modulo n) were coaxial, 
C would be the sum of a triangle anda shorter circuit against the mini- 
mality ofICI. Thuspi#Pi+I, i E Z/(n). Since the consecutive pairs Lj, L, + , 
are distinct lines, pi# pi+ 2 (i taken mod n). Similarly if pi = P~+~, 
(L L, 1, LifZ) would be a triangle against the minimality of C. So we 
have at least the arrangements of points and lines {L,- , , L,, L,, . .} given 
in Fig. 1. Now the pencil oflines onthe point pnP I of P(V) form amaxi- 
mal singular subspace ofthe Grassmann space r, and those lines which 
L n-l 
z 
Ll 
Pn-1 m p2 \ \ 
\ / 
/ 
/ 
FIG. 1. Configuration n PCVD involving lines not in H. 
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represent points of H, form an ordinary projective hyperplane of the 
projective residue space of all ines and planes on pn-, .Now the line 
L n-l = P,, ~ r p. is not in H, while the line pnP r p1 = N must correspond 
to an element ofH since otherwise C would be the sum of the triangle 
L n-13 Lo, N and a shorter circuit (N, L,, . . L,-,). But since the lines on
,D~ _ I meeting Lofor aprojective l nof the residue space of pn ~, meeting 
the lines ofH on pn ~ r at N, we see 
For any point zE Lo - { p1 }, the line pnP, zdoes not belong to H. 
(3.1.5) 
Similarly, (3.1.5) holds with (pn-,, pr) replaced by (p2, po). Thus 
choosing z ELo - {po, p, } we obtain lines pnP ,z and zp2 not in H (see 
Fig. 1). We then obtain the decomposition of C given in Fig. 2. This contra- 
dicts he minimality of C and completes theproof or k= 2. 
If F= GF(2) and H is a geometric hyperplane of any connected point- 
line geometry = (9, A’) having an embedding e:r+ (PV), then the func- 
tion y: 9 - H -+ V which takes each point p to the unique non-zero vector 
of e(p) is automatically n H-chain, and so H arises from the embedding 
d. This is the remark at the nd of the proof of Corollary 2 ofRonan [Ro]. 
This finishes thetwo cases F= GF(2) and k = 2 of Theorem 1. 
3.2. The General Case, Introductory Steps. We now prove our result in
the guise of Theorem 2of the Introduction, assuming that kZ 3 and that 
the field F has more than 2elements. 
We first observe 
FIG. 2. Decomposition fCircuit C in r into 5 triangles anda shorter circuit. 
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LEMMA 3.2.1 (Induction Principles). Assume 
k > 2. 
(V, 2) satisjj (GH),, 
he the collection of all (i) Let (x) he a l-space of V, and let 8X 
k-spaces inX containing (x) and let 
ST= {A/(X)lAEXr}. 
Then (V/(x), s%!?) satisfies (GH),-,. 
(ii) Let W be any subspace ofV. Let Xw be the set of all k-subspaces 
of 2 which lie within W. Then ( W, Xw) satisfies (GH),. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Remarks. Note that in Lemma 3.2.l(ii), the assertion is trivially true if 
W= V. Also if dim W < k, Y& is then empty and so the axiom holds 
trivially in that case. 
Let (V, &‘) satisfy (GH), where V is a vector space over a field F, and 
let fbe an alternating k-linear form on V. We say Y? represents f if2 is 
precisely the set of k-subspaces killed byf: Of course if ' is a non-zero 
scalar multiple off, then X also represents f '.
From this point onward, we assume 
(Hypothesis) J? is a collection of k-subspaces of a vector 
space V over a field F satisfying (GH), such that 2 
represents o alternating k-linear form. (As a consequence 
of Subsection 3.1, k is at least 3, and F has at least 
3 elements.) We assume (V, Y?) chosen subject to this 
condition with k + dim V minimal. (3.2.1) 
Now, in view of Lemma 3.2.1 (i) and the Hypothesis (3.2.1), we may 
assume that for each l-space p of V, there is a (k - 1)-linear alternating 
form f,, defined on V/p which kills precisely theset 2p of (k - 1 )-spaces H/p 
where HE Xp, the set of k-spaces of2 containing p. We shall let f, be the 
lift of jb over p. Stated precisely, thelift ,of &, over p is the alternating 
(k - 1)-linear fo m whose value at the (k - 1)-tuple (ui, .. uk- i) of vectors 
in V is 
fp(u,, ..., uk - I) := fph, . . . . ck- I), 
where fii s the image of vector ui under the natural morphism V + V/p. 
Note that his value is zero if the (k - 1 )-space (ui , . . uk ~ i ) contains p.
The forms Jb (and hence the forms f,) are only defined up to scalar 
multiplication. If p = (x) we will find it convenient towrite f, for f,, 
bearing in mind that up to this point f, is defined only up to scalar 
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multiplication-that is, they are l-spaces ofthe dual space, (Ack-” (V))*. 
By restricting one of the arguments we can define (k-2)-linear fo ms: 
(f,), :=fx(Y, -19 x, YE V#. 
This makes sense, since k> 3. We then assert: 
LEMMA 3.2.2 (Compatibility Condition). Let x and y be non-zero 
linearly independent vectors ofV. Let f, and f, be the alternating (k - l)- 
linear forms defined upto scalar multiplication as in the previous paragraph. 
Then there xists a non-zero scalar y such that 
(fx)v=Y(fyL. (3.2.2) 
This means ((f,),) = ((f,),) as l-spaces ofthe space (Ack-*) (V))* of all 
alternating (k - 2)-linear fo ms. 
Proof: Let %‘w be the set of all k-subspaces in &’ which contain the 
2-space W = (x, y ). Then as f, kills, ofall k-spaces containing (x), 
precisely those k-spaces in2 containing (x), we see that all k-spaces of
,yiw are precisely thek-spaces ofV containing W which are killed by(f,),. 
But this is also true of (f,),. Passing to V/W, we see that ifJXY and fYX are 
alternating (k - 2)-linear fo ms of F= V/W defined by
.Ly@, 2..*3 4-2) := K), (u,, . . . . Uk-2) 
1 
ui:=ui+ W,U;EV 
and (3.2.3) 
$y.x@l, . .4-2) := (f,), (u,, ...? Uk-2) i=l , . . k - 2 
then j”Y and jYX kill precisely the same set of (k-2)-spaces of V. By 
Corollary 2.1.2, fXY is a non-zero scalar multiple offYf,,. Since (f,), and 
(_f,), are lifts over W= (x, y ) of the respective (k - 2)-formsjXY andjY, on 
V, (3.2.2) follows. 
3.3. The Radical Case. Let R, be the set of vectors v such that either 
v = 0 or else very k-space containing u lies in X. 
LEMMA 3.3.1. R, is a subspace ofV. 
Proof Suppose x and y are non-zero vectors inR,. We must show 
that any linear combination fx and y lies in R,. This is trivial if x is a 
scalar multiple ofy, so we may assume x and y are linearly independent. 
Assume u is the vector in (x, y ) -R,. Then there xists a k-subspace B 
of V containing u which is not a member of X. Then C = (B, x) = (B, y ) 
is a k + l-space containing B and so by (GH); it has a center 
z = z(Ctthat is, the k-subspaces of C which lie in &’ are precisely those 
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which contain z.Suppose (z) # (x). Then as k < dim C, there exists a 
k-subspace of C containing (x)but not (z). On the other hand it must 
belong to Z as x E R,,. This contradiction forces the conclusion 
(z) = (x). But similarly (z)= (y) and this contradicts x andy linearly 
independent. Thusno such uexists and so all vectors (x, y) belong to 
R,M. This completes heproof. 
LEMMA 3.3.2. If X is any k-space, wehave 
(ii) If XnR##O, then XEX. 
(ii) If XnR,, =O, then LYE% y d 2 an only if its projection onto some 
complement W to R,E in V lies in &f. 
Proof (i) This is immediate from the definition of R, and is inserted 
here only to complete he alternatives for X in the hypothesis. 
(ii) Let W be any fixed complement ofR, in V. The projection rc 
onto W is defined bythe xact sequence 
O-R, -v--“-,w-0, 
where the first two arrows are containment maps. Now let X be any 
k-subspace of V meeting R,x at 0. Then dim WZ k. Let {xi} be a basis of 
X and write xi= ri + wi where ri E R, and wi E W, for each i. Then as k > 2, 
f,,(x 2, .-, xk) =frl(r2 + w2, . . . . rk + wk) 
=.fr,(w*~ ...> Wk) 
by multilinearity and thedefinition of R,. So, by the Compatibility Condi- 
tion (Lemma 3.2.2), there exists a non-zero scalar y such that 
f&2 > ...? Xk) ‘.fY;,(W,> w3, . . Xk) =Yf,,(X,, x3, . ..> Xk) 
=Ilf,,2(rl +"I, 3+ w3~...,~k+wk) 
= Ilfn,,(w13 w3> ..‘, Wk) 
which is zero if and only if ( w2, w,, w3, . . wk) E 2”. But as (w,, .  . wk) is 
the image of X under c we see fY,(x2, . . xk) =0 if and only if ME%'. 
But fx,h, . .> xk) =0 if and only if X= (x,, .. xk) E Y?. This proves the 
lemma. 
THEOREM 3.3.3. R, =O. 
Proof. Here we employ the minimal choice of(V, Z). Suppose R, #O 
and write V= R, 0 W for some complementing space W. Then by our 
minimal choice of( V, YE’“) we can conclude that as k + dim W < k + dim V, 
I? W = {all k-spaces of 2 lying inW} 
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represents an alternating k-linear formf on W. (Of course, ifdim W< k, all 
k-spaces of V meet R, non-trivially nd so belong to 2. Then 2 
represents thezero-form.) Then define an alternating k-linear form g on V 
by 
g(u, 3..., Uk) :=f(uT, u;, . .) 0;) 
(where rc denotes the projection of V on W with kernel R,) and claim that 
2 represents g. 
Let X= (x,, . . xk ) be any k-subspace ofV. If X n R, # 0, then XE X 
(Lemma 3.3.2(i)). But then {x:} is a linearly dependent set so 
f(-$, ..., xz) =0 so g kills X. Suppose Xn R, =O. Then g(x,, .. xk) = 
Ax;, . . x;) = 0 if and only if X” is a member of X’. But by Lemma 3.3.2(ii) 
the latter holds if and only if XE 2”. Thus g represents X’,contrary tothe 
choice of (V, I?). Thus the assumption R, # 0 is untenable and the proof 
is complete. 
3.4. Circuitry. We now form a graph r,@ whose vertices are the 
l-spaces ofV and whose edges are precisely those pairs of l-spaces (p, q) 
such that (p, q) is a 2-space lying in at least one k-space not belonging 
to 2. 
Of course, itshould be clear that r,% is the point-collinearity graph of 
a linear incidence system (P, 9) where 9 is the set of projective points of 
P(V) and 9 is the set of projective lines L of P(V) such that he 2-space 
L lies in some k-space not in X’. We have 
LEMMA 3.4.1. The graph rx is connected. 
Proof: As a first ep we claim TX has no isolated vertices. If p = (u ) 
were isolated, then every k-space containing p must belong to X’, since 
k> 1. But in that case UE R,. But in that case Theorem 3.3.3 forces v = 0, 
a contradiction. S  the claim is justified. 
Now assume 9 = 9, + PZ is a non-trivial p rtition of CP with each 9 a 
union of connected components of Tfl. Then for (vi) Eq, i = 1,2, we 
have that every k-subspace ofV containing ( ur, v2) belongs to 2. Now 
by the claim of the preceding paragaph, neither vertex (vr ) or (v2) is 
isolated, so we can find vectors uisuch that ((u, ), ( ui)) is an edge of Tm, 
i = 1,2. Set w = u1 + u2 and pi = (v,) and let fi be the alternating (k - l)- 
linear form f,, defined just before Lemma 3.2.2, i = 1, 2. 
Suppose now, by way of contradiction, thatfor a fixed choice of i= 1 or 
2, all k-spaces containing (w, vi) belong to X’. Then the alternating 
(k - 2)-form f,(w, -) is identically zero. But 
“fi(W> -1 =fi(u, + u2, - 1 =fi(u, 2 --I +.fi(uz, -1 
=fAui, -) (3.4.1) 
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since (u,)E~+ impliesf,(u,_i,-) is identically zero. But as ((u,), (u,)) 
is an edge of TX, fj(ui, -) IS not identically zero, and this is a contra- 
diction. 
Thus for i = 1,2, there is a k-space containing (vi, IV) not belonging to
A?‘“. Thus (w) is a vertex of TX adjacent toboth (u, ) and (uZ) and 
this contradicts thefact hat ( u1 ) and ( u2) lie in distinct onnected 
components. The proof is complete. 
So far, for each p E 9, the alternating (k - 1)-linear forms f, (also 
denoted fY if p= (x)) have been defined up to scalar multiplication by a 
non-zero scalar. We also know from the Compatibility Condition 
(Lemma 3.2.2) and Corollary 2.1.2, that if (p, q) is an edge in T,n, there 
exists a unique scalar y,such that 
fph/, -I= -Y!q(Up -1 
as alternating (k-2)-forms, where p = (up) and q = (II,). Thus if we 
make a choice of generating vectors upand vy appropriately, we can force 
this calar y to be 1. Similarly, if T is a spanning tree of TX, and a choice 
of generating vector up for the l-space p is fixed, then there is a unique 
choice of generating vectors u,~ for each l-space s in 9 - {p>, such that 
f&Jr, -I= -f& -1 as (k - 2)-forms, 
for each edge (q, r) in the spanning tree T. (3.4.2) 
Let C = (x,, .. x,) be a circuit nthe graph TX. We say C is a good 
circuit if here xists a set of choices uiof generating vectors ofthe l-spaces 
xi, i= 1, . . m, such that the equation in (3.4.2) holds for the edges of C 
under this choice-that is, writing f,for f,, we have 
and 
hfi(Ui+ 17 - I= -fi+ l(Ui> -)> i= 1, . . m- 1 
fm(u1, -)= -f,(u,, -). 
This choice {uiji= ,,.,.,* is unique up to scalar multiplication-i.e., any other 
choice {u;}~= r ,,,_, m that works, satisfies u! = CIU~, i = 1, . . m. 
Now if all circuits C in r were good, then it would be possible to
produce auniform choice of generating vector up of p for all pE 9 such that 
the equation in (3.4.2) holds for each edge (p, q) of TX. Since, if (p, q) is 
a non-adjacent pair of vertices of T,A.e., all k-spaces containing (p, q) 
lie in Z-both sides of (3.4.2) are the zero (k-2)-form, sothe equation 
in (3.4.2) holds. Thus under the hypothesis of this paragraph, the equation 
in (3.4.2) would hold for all pairs (p, q) E 9 x 9, p # q relative to some 
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fixed system of representative vectors (u, 1(u,) =x E L’?}. Inthat case we 
may define a function g: VCk) + F by the rule 
du,, %> .“? 4) :=~*f<u,)(%, u3, . ..1 u,), where u1 = a, u1 
and ui is the generating vector f(u, ). (3.4.3) 
Then by the definition, g is linear inits last (k - 1) arguments u2, . . uk, 
and its ign is changed by any odd permutation of these arguments. Now
let u2 be the generating vector f( ua) and set u2 = CLOUT. Then we see 
Au,, UI, u3, ..., 4) = @Zf<U>>(~,UI 9 U3? ...1%) 
=%ff,f<"2)(u,, u3, “‘> u/f) 
= -%~lf<o,)(~2~ u3, . ..> Uk) by (3.4.2) 
= -%f<u,>(4, u3, ...> 4) 
= -g(u, 3 u2, . . . . %I. 
Thus the sign of g is changed by transposition of tsfirst two variables, and 
it follows from k> 2, that gis an alternating k-linear fo m. 
Now suppose the ui are linearly independent a dgenerate the k-space 
W. Then g(u, . . uk) =0 if and only if cu, ,(u,, . .uk) =0, if and only if 
(U 1, . . uk ) = W is a k-space ofS containing (u,). Thus H represents the 
alternating k-linear form g, contrary to(I’, 2”) being chosen so SS? 
represents no such form on V. 
It is important to note that in order to establish that he equation i
(3.4.2) held for all pairs of distinct vertices (q,r) of Tm we needed only 
to hypothesize that all circuits formed by taking an edge E, not in the 
spanning tree T and the sequence ofedges of T defining the unique path 
in T connecting thevertices of E were good circuits. 
We regard circuits, then, as subgraphs defined byspecifying a sequence 
of edges (E,, El, . . . E,,- 1) such that Ei shares a vertex with E,, 1 (indices 
taken modulo m) and such that he Ei are pairwise distinct. Thesubgraph 
in question is then 
( 
m-1 
C= IJ Ei, {Eo,El,...,Em-I 
i=O ,>. 
The circuits formed from the spanning tree T and an additional edge have 
this form. The argument above has established. 
LEMMA 3.4.2. Not every circuit n Tm is a good circuit. 
We consider now the collection YG of subgraphs of r which are defined 
by specifying a subset 6’of the edge-set d of F’. The vertices of this ub- 
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graph are the vertices which lie in at least one edge of b’, a set we denote 
by V(E). Such subgraphs can be added modulo 2-that is, from subgraphs 
( V(gl), 8 ) and (I’(&‘,), &), 8, GE, one gets for their sum (I’(& +8;), 
&i + $) where &‘1 + &z is the symmetric difference of the subsets 4.Circuits, 
as we have defined them above, belong to the collection 9, that is, they are 
defined bytheir edge sets. But the sum of two circuits (modulo 2) need not 
be a circuit. In fact it is easy to see that the sum of two circuits Ci= 
(Xi, 4.) i = 1,2, is a circuit fthe collection of edges &0 = &1 n 81 in both 
circuits defines a segment of each circuit ( he situation i Fig. 3(a)). 
Figure 3(b) depicts pairs of circuits whose shared edges do not form simple 
segments of both circuits andwhose sum consists of more than one circuit. 
Of course C, + C, may well be a circuit even when the common edge set 
is not an interval of either circuit Ci. These cases need not concern us, since 
we will only need sums of the type in Fig. 3(a). For this purpose, we say 
that wo circuits Cj= (X,, G?.), i= 1, 2, whose common edge set $= &‘1 n&z 
forms an interval ofeach circuit, hasC= C, + C, a simple sum (module 2) 
of C, and C,. We can now state 
LEMMA 3.4.3. If circuit C is the simple sum of two good circuits, C, and 
Cz, then C is a good circuit. 
ProoJ: We may write the two circuits C,= (E,, .  .  E,- 1) and 
C, = (Eb, .  .  EL- ,) where E, = Eb, E, = E; , . . E, = E; for some r < 
min(m - 1, n - I ), comprise the full collection of common edges. We write 
E,=E;= {x,,x,+,>, j=O, . . r 
E, = {xi, x, + 1 }, j = n + 1, . . m - 1, where x, = x0, 
EL+, = Ix,+,, yr+z) 
El= b,, Y,+& j=r+ 1, . . n- 1, wherey,=x, 
edgesfrom El-E0 edgesfromEp- 
FIG. 3. (a) Sum C, + C, a circuit. (b)Sum C, + Cz not a circuit. 
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Since C, is a good circuit, there xists a choice of vectors vi, i= 0, . . m - 1, 
such that 
(Vi) = xj 
f,,(v r+12 -) = -fr,+,(v;, -), 
(3.4.4) 
Similarly, since C, is a good circuit, there is a choice of vectors vi, xE C,, 
such that 
fx(v;~? -I= -fAL -1 for each edge (x, y) of C, . (3.4.5) 
But this choice of generating vector v: can be replaced throughout bymul- 
tiplication by a fixed non-zero scalar to obtain a second choice v:’ = clvl,, x 
a vertex on an edge of C2, such that (3.4.5) holds with vi replacing vi. This 
scalar can then be chosen so that vi, = zlO, the generator fy,. Then vl,, = z)~ 
for i = 0, . . r + 1, by (3.4.4) and (3.4.5). It then follows, using w, = v: for 
x=x,+1, Yr+2, ...? Yn, w ~, = vi for i = r + 1, . . m, that 
fU(W”> -) = -fv(wu, -) for each edge (u, v) of C, + C, 
so C, + C, is a good circuit. 
It follows of course that any circuit that can be built up by a sequence 
of simple sums mod 2 of good circuits s agood circuit. 
In general, if% is any collection of circuits of r we can define the set 
(3) of all circuits which can be built up from X by simple sums by the 
inductive rules 
(i) XG (X). 
(ii) If X, and X2 lie in (X) and Y is a simple sum (modulo 2) of X1 
and X2, then YE (3). 
Let Fj be the set of 3-circuits of r, and set F = (F3). We have 
LEMMA 3.4.4. F encompasses every circuit ofT-i.e., any circuit can be 
built up by a hierarchy ofsimple sums formed ultimately from triangles. 
Proof Suppose this were false, and let C be a circuit (E,, .  .  E,,- I) of 
length m, not in F-, and chosen in this way with m minimal. Each of its 
edges E, is a set of two vertices {xi, xi+ i}, j=O, . . m- 1, were x,=x0. 
Let w2 and w3 be vectors generating the l-spaces x2 and x3 and set 
w=w,+w,. Then, as {x2, xj} is an edge of f, the 2-space (w, xX) = 
(x2, x3) = (w, x2) has a k-space containing itwhich does not belong to 
Z. Thus {(w),x2} and {(w),x~} are edges of TX. 
We claim there is a k-space above (w, x4) not in Z’. To save double 
subscripts, write f4 forf,,. We see that if xq is adjacent tox2, then C is the 
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special sum of the triangle (E2, E,, {x,, x4}) on vertices {x2, x3, x4} and 
the circuit C’ =(E,, E,, { x2, x,}, Ed, . . E,- 1} of length m - 1. By mini- 
mality of m (note m 3 4 as $ c .Y), both these circuits liein Y, whence 
C lies in Y, contrary to the way C was chosen. Thus we may suppose x4
is not adjacent to x2 which means that 
f‘dw*, U3, ...> +I=0 for all (u,, . . u~)E V(k--2). 
But 
Since (x3, JC~) is an edge of r, f4(w3, -) is not identically zero. It follows 
that f4(w, -) is not the zero (k - 2)-form. This means there is a k-space 
containing xq and w, which is not in X. But that asserts that vertex w is 
adjacent to x4. 
A similar argument shows that w is adjacent to x1. We now have the 
adjacencies of Fig. 4. 
Then C=(Eo,E, ..., E,+, ) is a simple sum of C”=(Eo, {x,, w}, 
{w, x,}, E,, . . E,) of length m - 1 and the 5-circuit (E,, E,, E,, {x,, w} 
{w, x1 1). The former is in F by minimality of m and the latter 5-circuit 
is built up in simple sums (T, + T,) + T3 from the triangles T, =
i&Y xi+ 12 w}, i = 1,2,3, and hence also belongs toY. Thus C belongs to
Y contrary to the choice of C. This completes heproof. 
COROLLARY 3.4.5. There xists a triangle which is not good. 
Prooj If all triangles were good, then by Lemma 3.4.3 every circuit in 
Y would be good. But then Lemma 3.4.4 implies very circuit is good, 
against Lemma 3.4.3. This contradiction implies the result. 
3.5. The Bad Triangle. A bad triangle is a 3-circuit which is not good. 
We suppose w have three vectors a, 6, and c such that {(a), <b), (c)} is 
/H--N. . ‘\ x5 
W 
xlfbze 
X4 
X3 
FIGURE 4 
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one of the bad triangles whose xistence wasguaranteed by Corollary 3.4.5. 
There are then three (k - 1)-linear forms which we write as f, rather than 
f +> where x= a, 6, or c, respectively, wherefx kills (a,, . . ak- i) if and 
only if (x, a,, . . ak _ i ) has dimension less than kor is a k-space b longing 
to X. The compatibility conditions (Lemma 3.2.2) show that he vectors a,
b, and c can be chosen so 
6) f,(b, -) = -fda, -) 
(ii) fdc, -) = -f,(b, -) (3.5.1) 
(iii) fC(a, -) = - olf,(c, -)
where tl is a non-zero scalar nd equality is as alternating (k - 2) forms. 
Since ((a), (b ), (c) ) is a triangle, there xists a k-space ontaining 
(a, b) not in Z, a k-space over (b, c) not in #, and a k-space ontaining 
(c, a), not in 2”. It follows that none of the three (k-2)-forms, f,(b, -), 
fJc, -), or fb(c, -) of (3.5.1), is the zero form. 
Moreover, since {(a), (b), (c)} is a bad triangle, thescalar in(3.5.1) 
cannot be 1. 
Now since F contains at least hree lements, we may apply 
Corollary 2.2.4 toconclude that here exists a (k - 2)-tuple (x,, x4, . . xk) 
at which each of the three (k-2)-forms f,(b, -), f,(c, -), and fb(c, -) are 
simultaneously non-vanishing. 
We now form the subspace W= (a, b, c, x3, . . xk) which as dimension 
at least k (since f,(b, x3, . . xk) #0 and at most k+ 1. 
Suppose first that W= V. Then dim V= k or k + 1. If dim V= k, then 
A?’ = { V} and A(k) (V) is l-dimensional a d so 2 clearly represents an 
alternating k-linear fo m. But this is against our choice of(V, 2). Suppose, 
then, that dim V= k + 1. Then by hypothesis (GH),, there exists a non- 
zero vector z such that Z consists precisely of those k-spaces containing z. 
But in this case, R = (z), against Theorem 3.3.3. 
Thus W is a proper subspace ofV. By the second induction principle 
(Lemma 3.2.l(ii)), the collection &‘,, of all k-spaces of 2 which lie within 
W represents an alternating k-linear fo m, g: Wck’ + F, on W. 
Now recall that as (a, b, x3, . . xk ), (b, c, x3, . . xk ), and 
(a, c, x3, . . xk ) are all k-spaces ofW not lying in 2 (so not in Y&), 
{<a>, (b), Cc>> is still a triangle in the subgraph Tw defined for W (r, 
is not an induced subgraph of r!) the three (k-2)-forms, f,(b, -), 
f,(c, -), and fb(c, -) are still non-zero f rms when restricted to Wck’. 
(With some abuse of notation weshall not change their names, when so 
restricted.) 
Now as A?& represents g, wecan scale g so that 
s(a, b, ii ) =f,(b, U) for all U in Wcke2). (3.5.2) 
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Then by (3.5.1) 
g(b, a, 72 )= -f,(b, ii) =fh(a, ij ), jj E WC-2). (3.5.3) 
Note that here is a choice, namely U = (x3, .. xk) for which the terms 
in (3.5.3) areall non-zero. On the other hand, g(a, -) and f, kill exactly 
the same set of (k - 1)-tuples of Wckel) (namely those which when 
a is adjoined tothem become linearly dependent k-tuples or generate a 
k-space ofX,)-and this is not all possible (k - 1)-tuples of Wck’. It 
follows from Corollary 2.1.2 that g(a, -) is a scalar multiple off, (as 
(k - 1)-forms of W) and by (3.5.2) (where both sides can be made non-zero 
by setting u = (x,, .. x,)), this scalar must be one. Thus we have xtended 
Eq. (3.5.2) to 
da, ~)="a~) for all U E Wck- ‘). (3.5.4) 
Similarly, since g(b, -) and fb kill the same set of (k - 1)-tuples of 
Wck ~ 2, and are both non-zero f rms it follows from Corollary 2.1.2 and 
(3.5.3) that 
g(b, u)=fdv) for all V E Wck - I). (3.5.5) 
Finally, since g(c, -) and fc are non-zero (k- 1)-forms killing thesame 
set of (k - 1)-tuples of W (kP ‘), there is a non-zero scalar /?such that 
g(c, -l=PL as (k - l)-forms on W. (3.5.6) 
Now by (3.5.l)(ii) and (3.5.5), 
AC, b, -I= -Ah c, -I= -.Mc, --I =f,(b, -1 (3.5.7) 
which by (3.5.6) andthe fact hat all these forms in (3.5.6)(3.5.7) are 
non-zero, implies B = 1. Hence 
g(c, -I= .L as (k - I)-forms on W. (3.5.8) 
NOW (3.5.4), (3.5.5), and (3.5.8) show that he scalar c1in (3.5.l)(iii) must 
be 1. But this contradicts the fact that {(a), (b), (c)) is a bad triangle. 
This completes heproof of the main theorem. 
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